
POUILLY-FUISSÉ

Appellation d'Origine Protégée

1er Cru - Au Vignerais

REGION

France / Bourgogne / Mâconnais

GRAPE VARIETY   Chardonnay

WINEMAKER   Frédéric Maignet

SOIL

"Au Vignerais" is located in the town of SOLUTRE-POUILLY, on the southern flank of the Roche

de Solutré, at an altitude of nearly 300 m. The soil is clay-limestone, but also stony and shallow.

The vine draws directly from the bedrock. This terroir, vector of minerality for the wines,

magnifies the Chardonnay grape variety.

VINIFICATION & AGEING

Minimal intervention during vinification with a long and gentle pressing to respect the integrity of

berries during press fill. Temperature-controlled settling. We operate a drastic protection of the

must against oxidation until the beginning of alcoholic fermentation. The wine is aged on fine lees

during 12 months in new barrels (around 40%) made from wood from the canton of "Saint Herem"

in France, and the other part is aged in stainless steel vats.

TASTING NOTES

This complex wine is an ode to the purity and elegance of the great wines of Burgundy. Thanks to

the vibrations of the minerality brought by its terroir, the match between power and finesse is

perfect.

FOOD & WINE PAIRINGS

Langoustine on a nest of asparagus, duo of sweetbreads and scallops with saffron sauce, farmhouse

poultry supreme, Grilled eggplant with Parmigiano Reggiano

SERVING TEMPERATURE   from 12 to 14 °C

AGEING POTENTIAL   10 years and over

ESTATE

In 2020, 22 of the 217 climats of Cru Pouilly-Fuissé, produced in the famous Roche de

Solutré sector, obtained the "1er Cru" classification. Among the selection criteria: the

historical presence of the vine on these plots, their recognition by tasting guides, and

natural specificities such as altitude, slope and nature of the soil. Maison Jean Loron has

selected the Climat which has become 1er Cru “Au Vignerais”. Located in the village of

Solutré-Pouilly, this carefully delimited small plot gives birth to a "haute couture" white

wine.

Plot Au Vignerais Chardonnay Grape AOP Pouilly-Fuissé
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